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FOLEY, THE RED-FACED, uniformed deputy on duty in the hall, peeked through one of the glass ovals
inset in the leather-covered courtroom doors and said: 
     "Hey, the jury's comin, out!"
     A concentrated and irritable sigh from the group of news-photographers lounging in the hall greeted the
announcement. There was an intangible flurry of movement, a casual shifting of stances.
     Brant, of the News, sighed wearily. "Boy, it's about time."
     Tobacco smoke, the residue of a four-hour harvest from an apparently inexhaustible supply of
cigarettes, choked the air with a stale stuffy smell and hung suspended in a hazy, pale-blue blanket that
shrouded the arched ceiling. Cigarette butts, matches, crumpled paper holders littered the ash-strewn floor.
Cameras and bulky black plate-cases were stacked in a row along one wall.
     Foley said: "It won't be long now," and kept his eye glued to the little glass window.
     Brant sighed again.
     Coughlin and Weinstock, who had been matching nickels for the past hour, continued, unimpressed.
     'Til bet he gets it," Kesler said. He looked around as though waiting for a challenge. "Who wants to bet
Girard
ain't guilty?"
     "Girard's waiting to hear it," Foley announced. 
     Coughlin said: "That's four bits you're in me. A buckor nothing." Weinstock nodded silently and flipped
his coin. Coughlin said: "Nuts!" and fished a crumpled bill from his pocket.
     "It looks like an acquittal," Foley said. "Girard is—"
     He broke off in sudden alarm and jumped aside. In the next instant the swinging doors slapped
outward; Purdy, of the Evening Standard, bucked through the opening. Without breaking his stride, Purdy
called: "Not Guilty!" and pounded down the marble floor in his race
for a telephone.
     Foley growled: "Hey, you! Quiet!" Then the rest of the reporters swarmed out of the courtroom and he
was forgotten.
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From reader reviews:

Scott Halpin:

Typically the book Murder with Pictures has a lot details on it. So when you check out this book you can get
a lot of profit. The book was written by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research
previous to write this book. That book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this article
book.

Kyle Raya:

Reading a book for being new life style in this year; every people loves to study a book. When you learn a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what types
of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your examine, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this sort of us novel,
comics, and also soon. The Murder with Pictures will give you new experience in reading through a book.

Jeffrey Diaz:

Is it an individual who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Murder with Pictures can be the
response, oh how comes? A fresh book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your extra time by
reading in this completely new era is common not a geek activity. So what these publications have than the
others?

Irma Tijerina:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. This kind of Murder with Pictures can give you a lot of buddies
because by you investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you information
that perhaps your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than other make you to be great individuals. So ,
why hesitate? Let us have Murder with Pictures.
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